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Background

When we look back there has not traditionally been any special research concerning
forest fires in Finland. However a lot of research has been done in prescribed burnings
and the effects of fire on forest ecosystems.
During the last few years both Fire Service and Forestry Service in Finland have
become more and more interested in the behaviour of forest fires and assessing their
risks.
Although our statistics of forest fires in Finland seem to be quite good, Fire Service
have become worried about the possibility of large fires, of which we have good
examples in our neighbouring countries.
The first step towards a specific forest fire research was taken in L997 when the
Ministry of the Interior tested the new techniques of suppression in northern Finland.
Prescribed burnings in the timber forest in Kolari gave a good chance of testing. It was
the first time for firemen to extinguish prescribed burning in the timber forest.
One objective of this experiment was to do research in the behaviour of fire during the
test. These tests were done during two sufilmers and they were named "SOOT
OPERA'"
Many objectives of this testing were achieved but a number of new questions emerged.
The discussion about new research aims concerning forest fires continued after "Soot
Opera".
About one year ago the participants of the Ministry of the Interior the Finnish Forest
Research Institute and University of Helsinki met each other and started to plan, how to
carry out research activities concerning forest fires in Finland.
As a result of the discussion it was pointed out that the main reasons for starting the
research project of forest fires, were among other things:

1. The risk of forest fires in general, but especially the risk of large fires has
increased in Finland, because:

- The period of forest fires (The Fire Season) has become longer.
- Changes in the weather conditions, especially strong winds, have

increased fire risks.
- The forests are getting older and thus fuel loads in the forests have

increased.
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2. The new Act on Rescue Service requires that municipalities should pepare
the exact assessment of forest fire risks in their respective areas.

3. The current Finnish forest certificate criteria require more natural
regeneration methods to be used e.g. prescribed burnings should be
increased.

4. The use of fire, especially prescribed burnings as a forest restoration
method could be used in conservation areas in Finland.

5. It is also possible that " LET BIJRN-PRINCIPLE" will be applied in some
conservation areas.

6. At present there is the lack of safety methods and techniques of using fire
for instance in conservation areas. We do not know enough about the
behaviour and hazards of fire in our forests.

Last year we prepared a research project plan, the first of its kind in Finland, that
consists of the thrce inter-related sub-projects

The project plan

The name of research project is: FIRE IN FORESEST: BEHAVIOUR AND
APPLICATIONS
The sub-projects are:

1. Fire behaviour and fire risk
2. Silvicultural use of fire and
3. Environmental management applications of fire

All these sub-project consists of a number of detailed aims and tasks.
The objectives of FIRE IN FORESTS: BEHAVIOUR AND APPLICATIONS are:

- to develop a fire risk index offorests
- to model the behaviour of forest fires
- to study the use of fire in forest regeneration
- to develop prescribed burning methods
- to study the use of fire in the restoration of forests
- study impacts of forest fires and prescribed burning on soil properties

and nutrients

The organisation and responsibilities of project

The project will be carried out by a consortium consisting of representatives from a
number of national and international research organisations and from practical forestry
organisations that will benefit from the results. The main responsibility for the research
project will be held jointly by:

- The Department of Forest Ecology, University of Helsinki
- The Finnish Forest Research Institute and
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- The Rescue Department of the Ministry of the Interior

International collaboration consists of co-operation with e.g. Canada, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal. We have also left an application for EU-project "INFLAME' and
NARP-project for Scandinavian co-operation concerning forest fire research.

Results

Fire Service expect that in some years we will have the following results in use:

1. Fire risk maps where the rescue authorities can immediately see the fire
risk categories of different forest areas.

2. We know what the behaviours of fire is like in our forests. It means that
we have a modelling of the behaviour of fire in use.

3. We know the situation (climate, wind, fuel) when we have extremely high
fire risks and possibilities of large fires; this means the situation when fire
will probably behave in crown fire.

4. We have knowledge, experience and safety methods for prescribed
burnings in restoration and conservation areas in our forests

These items are the main objectives of the project concerning Fire Service.

Of course this project requires funding. We have several financing applications.
Fire and Rescue Fund of the Ministry of the Interior has granted one amount for starting
the project this year.
Attached you will find the abstracts of this plan and the consortium of the project.



ABSTRACT

FIRE TNI TONTSTS: BEHAVIOUR AND APPLICATIONS

Fire plays a central role in the ecology of natural forests in the boreal coniferous zone.
Practices such as slash-and-bum agriculture and tar buming that brought human settlement to
the forests even increased the effects of fire on the forests. However, the efficient fire control
in 1900s has almost completely eliminated fire from the ecology of managed forests. This is a
unique situation in the whole history of our boreal forests. This development is also reflected
in the current conditions of protection areas where the structure of the stands has due to the
lack of fire clearly developed into a non-natural direction.

This project will conduct forest fire research that is required to incorporate knowledge of
fire effects and ecosystem response to support of forest ecosystem management with the use of
fire as a management and ecosystem restoration tool in boreal forest management. This
research project consists ofthree related sub-projects:

1. Fire behaviour and fire risk
2. Silvicultural use of fire and
3. Environmental management applications of fire

The objectives of FIRE IN FOREST: BEHAVIOUR AND APPLICATIONS are:
- to develop a fire risk index of forests
- to model the behaviour of forest fires
- to develop prescribed burning methods for silvicultural use
- to study the use offire in forest regeration
: to study the use of fire in the restoration of forest
- to study impact of forest fires and prescribed burning on soil

properties and nutrients

The research will be carried out at the Department of Forest Egology, University of Helsinki,
the Finnish Forest Research Institute, and at the Rescue Department of the Ministry of Interior
with several national collaboratiors including practical research scientists.
The priject is planned as an area for specialisation for 3 doctorate-students. Training will also
be carried out at graduate and undergraduate levels. Research training is directed to increasing
knowledge and skills in the field of fire in forestry that has little current research and
development. Training includes aspects in forest fire ecology, vegetation succession of forest
vegetation disturbed by fire, fire behaviour and modelling. Training of doctorate students
includes formal studies also abroad. Extended visit of fire scientinsts from USA and Canada to
Finland will allow lecturing to and consulting with larger group of Finnish researchers and
practitioners.



FIRE IN FOREST: BEHAVIOUR AND APPLICATION
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INTERNATIONAL
COLLABORATION

1. F'IRE BEHAVIOUR AND FIRE RISK

Development of the lire risk index
of forests

Modelling the behaviour of
forest fires

2. SILUCULTURAL USE OF FIRE

Studies on use of fire in forest
regeneration

Development of prescribed
burning methods

3. ENYIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
APPLICATIONS OF FIRE

Studies on use of fire in the
restoration offorests

Studies on impacts of forest fires
and prescribed burning on soil
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Forests in Finland

Growing stock Annual growth
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Forest Ownership in Finlaftd, o/o

Forestland 20.0 mill.ha

Private 61,7 o/o

Forest companies 8,9 7o

SOURCE: Finnish Forest Research lnstitute
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Growing Stock in Finnish Forests, by Species 1921 -24...1999
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Nature conservation areas Realized,
ha

Planned, ha Total, ha

National parks 684 100 7 200 691 300
Strict nature reserves 1 49 000 0 119 999

591 200

5 200

lli !o0
1_4 

qgo

q9 199
145 500

Peatland reserves 41 0 900 180 300
Herb-rich forest reserves 2 200 3 000
Old-growth forest reserves 10 000 334 400
Other special conservation areas 44 800 0

Water bird protection areas 5 900 77 200
Protected lake shore areas 8 200 1 37 300

Conservation areas on lands in
private, non-industrial ownership 15 400 0 15 400

1 377 800

io7 ooo

Wilderness areas 1 377 800 0
Natura 2000, new areas 100 1 06 900
TOTAL 2708 400 846 300 3 554 700

Nature Conservation Areas in Finland lggg

SOURCE: Ministry of the Environment

Wood Raw Material Consumption in Finnish Forest lndustries
1990-1ggg
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